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Working Group Health
The PSWG published the Metrics Document late last year. This provides low level metric definitions that should apply to most DLT implementations.
(Latency, throughput, etc)
The group is now going to "move up the stack" and define metrics that pertain to general use cases (verticals). We have started to focus on supply chain
and look to define basic performance and scalability measurements for that area. We reached out to the community a few weeks ago and received a lot of
positive energy. Now we need to follow up. We also need to reach out specifically to project Grid and there are rumors of a Supply Chain SIG that we will
also explore common areas with.
In January 2019 we also had a call with STAC. STAC is a for profit organization focused on performance in the securities and financial space. The goal of
our interaction is to see if there is some common ground between Hyperledger and STAC and look for areas of cooperation. If we (PSWG) proceed down
this path, we will also need to look at the specific use cases that would pertain to the STAC members. We will also reach out to the Hyperledger Financial
SIGs as appropriate.
The group has maintained a core of eight regular participants spread across the globe and across many companies and academia. The discussions
remain very technical and perhaps we get too deep. We continue to reach outside of the Hyperledger community and have regular contributions and
feedback on our work from this population.

Issues
If we proceed with STAC there is concern about being able to get everything done. We discussed the need to increase participants via direct recruiting or
leveraging other Hyperledger activities (SIGs, projects, WGs), or drop the supply chain effort for now. Because of this, the Supply Chain effort has been
intentionally slowed a bit, which in hindsight is probably an error on my part.

Overall Activity in the Past Quarter
Due to holidays , winter breaks, and vacation schedules, meetings have been less frequent but that will change now as we get into the doldrums of
February. There was also a natural slowdown due to publishing our Metric Document. Overall the group has been active and there have been many
discussions on what to do next. We decided on defining metrics metrics for supply chain.

Planned Work Products
At this point we need to move forward with our supply chain work. This will also get more involved with other Hyperledger efforts.
We will also continue to pursue the STAC relationship. This will get us involved with the external community and help make Hyperledger visible to the
STAC members. We will also work with Hyperledger activities focused in the financial and securities space.
The output of any of this work will be to define metrics that apply to the specific verticals and use cases.

Participant Diversity
This is a very active and diverse group of people from North America, Europe, and Russia. As mentioned above, we have a good mix of companies and
folks from academia. From a gender diversity perspective, It is mainly male with an occasional female participant. We received positive feedback on the
shout out for help with Supply Chain and should and see an increase in participation from that effort.
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